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Equalities and Human Rights 
CommitteeRoom T2.60 
Scottish Parliament 
Holyrood 
Edinburgh 
EH991SP 

Dear Sirs 

14th January 2019 

Proposed Smacking Crimiminalisation Bill by MSP John Finnie 

I wish to record my objections to this proposed bill on the following grounds. 

I 

1) There are some 600,000 children under parental guidance in Scotland, and 74% of
the public do not aupport a smacking ban (ComRes poll). Indeed over 80 % of
adults surveyed admit to being ·smacked as children and feel It was part of natural
justice and did not curb their development into adulthood. Mr Finnie's claims he has
660 supporters for this bill to criminalise smacking of children. His proposal clearly
does not have the support of the wider population.

2) Supporters of the bill, say the law should be the same for children as it is for adults,
but children are not adults, and parents do a great many things for their children
that they would not do for an adult. Furthermore smacking by a loving parent is not
child abuse, and to group it in the. same category as assault is a travesty of the
English language. The existing law is clear on assault and protects children.
Confusing smacking by parents with assault will subject many parents excercising
their parental disciplining rights to criminal actions - - even when trying to avoid
danger and harm to their child.

3) If this bill was to be passed, any parent who subsequently smacked a child would
face conviction for assault by smacking and have a criminal record with implications
on employment travel.and other applications such as insurance.These potential
risks are quite disproportionate to the parent than their smacking act deserved.

4) It should be the role of parents and not the state to decide whether smacking is an
appropriate child disciplinary punishment. The state should not use the criminal law
to regulate parenting.The eperience of Sweden where smacking has been banned
for many years has not been 100% successful, with trends of child on child violence
always increasing.

5) Finally this bill targets the entire parenting community and their traditional loving
means of disciplining their children.It will introduce an unnecessary elament of fear
into the parent child relationship.Moreover unless already overstreached police and
social work· resources are increased, pursuing offending parents will detract from
the state's resouces available for genuine abuse cases.

Yours faithfully----� 

Donald Keith 
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